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The Toshiba Encore 2 Write showcases the best of what you can get in an entry- level Windows tablet, with a strong
focus on note-taking and.

That's one powerful pen Save for a horizontal orientation rather than a vertical one, the Encore 2 Write is
essentially identical to its predecessor in its rounded style and champagne-meets-white coloring. Have a read
and let us know what you think. Equipped with Wacom Feel stylus technology and software, the TruPen
delivers 2, levels of pressure sensitivity. Looking forward to picking up the 8 inch version. It retains a similar
style to the original Encore, with silver edging around a thick bezel, and the location of the micro-USB, audio,
and micro-HDMI ports all along the side. Regardless, the Encore 2 Write is here and is all about, well, writing.
If I go with either Surface it will be a. Essentially a Microsoft OneNote competitor, this allows you to summon
the app with the press of a button on the stylus - sound familiar? That's because the Surface Pro 3 did it first.
The Transformer Book T blew past the competition with a runtime of 12 hours and 28 minutes. Most
importantly, there is no noticeable lag between the movement of the pen and the appearance of ink on the
screen, and no errant touch input from a palm or wrist brushing the glass. But then again, haven't tablet fans
with bucks to blow already handed it over or plan on it to Apple or Google? What is a hands on review? More
importantly, there isn't much that's especially exciting about this tablet. Experience the freedom of Windows
on a sleek tablet you'll want to take everywhere. The first of these is TruNote, a note-taking app that offers
handwriting recognition, handwritten annotation on documents and images, and even drawing capability.
While that's to be expected for a more affordable tablet, the Encore 2 Write is entering mid-range tablet
territory with the likes of the far stronger Google Nexus 7 and iPad mini 2. On the Laptop Audio Test, in
which we measure the volume of a single tone from a distance of 23 inches, the Encore 2 registered 83
decibels. For further comparison, we used the Acer Iconia W4 same specs as the T Speakers are along the
side, too, and the power, volume and Windows Home keys are along the top. Just snap it with the tablet and
you're good. The tablet also ships with a one-year subscription to Microsoft Officegiving you access to Word,
Excel and other Office applications. The original Encore features a portrait orientation as determined by the
location of the capacitive Windows Home key and a form factor that allows some people to palm the device.
Most Popular. At any rate, users are given tons of options with the TruNote app, like an infinite amount of
"notebooks" or individual projects with their own font styles, color palettes and more. The important thing is
we have been able to play with it ourselves and can give you some sense of what it's like to use, even if it's
only an embryonic view. TruRecord does the same with audio. Not much else to it than that, I'm afraid. That
said, neither of those slates can match Toshiba's array of inputs. TruCapture then allows you to process images
of words, other shapes and symbols taken with the tablets 8MP rear shooter into workable files. Something for
everyone. However, that TruPen is something entirely different. Need to jot notes from the whiteboard real
quick after that meeting? However, I'm not sure how wide of an audience there is for a tablet with a stylus.
This new version of Toshiba's budget comes packing full Windows 8.


